ETIENNE GILLEMAN

Osteopath D.O. since 1993. Trained in osteopathy in the cranial field by the Sutherland Cranial Teaching Foundation and the Osteopathic Cranial Academy. Trained in Biodynamic Osteopathy by James Jealous (DO), Véronique Everaerts (DO), Françoise Desrosiers (DO) and Ingrid Komery (DO). Trained in biodynamic embryology by R.F. Gasser (Ph.D.), Brian Freeman (Ph.D.), Patrick Vandenheede and other Belgian teachers. Current president of the SCAB (Sutherland cranial academy of Belgium), a research group about osteopathy in the cranial field.

I was always attracted by »dialogue« with patients and the body tissues. The biggest challenge is to allow the patient to find the physical resources allowing the autoregulation and to approach a process of healing. The embryonic process and his relation with the life forces seems to be a beautiful way to go in this direction. It asks me for a daily work of deepening of listening of the processes of the alive and its interactions with its environment.

Anne Sophie Anciaux

Sensitive to the movements of life under all their forms, my bodily approach brought me to explore various forms of dances and practices of yoga (certified since 1996 in its education by André Van Lysebeth). Trained in Continuum Movement by Emilie Conrad and Susan Harper and certified to teach it since 2006. Introduced to the BMC by Bonnie Bainbridge and others. Certified to practice yogatherapy by Lionel Coudron and trained in Fly Yoga by Florie Ravinet.

Those various approaches of movements help me to explore the creative forms of expression of the life.

WORKSHOP - BIODYNAMIC EMBRYOLOGY 2019

Den Levende Krop har den store glæde at afholde dette kursus med Etienne og Anne Sophie, som kommer her til Danmark i marts 2019.

De har en unik og poetisk måde at formidle deres store viden om Biodynamic Embryology, som får mig til at forstå embryologien på en helt ny og magisk måde.

FREDAG d. 8. MARTS kl. 19 - ca. 21
LØRDAG d. 9. MARTS kl. 10 - ca. 18
SØNDAG d. 10. MARTS kl. 10 - ca. 15

Viewing the embryo holistically and from a biodynamic point of view is essential to understanding and determining body forces and movements.

From this point of view we are invited to go smoothly, meeting layers deeper and deeper into our being.

Through the consciousness of our embryo, we are invited to go back in time, the matter becomes fluid, the fluid becomes the potency, and the potency becomes the dynamic stillness.

This path brings us to reconnect the breath of life and the strengths of life. Within Dynamic Stillness, we become permeable to the healing forces of the breath of life.

Our workshop will be a body exploration in this field.

Etienne Gillemann & Anne Sophie Anciaux

Begrænset antal deltagere. Vi glæder os til at møde jer!

Jeanne Jensen
Den Levende Krop